LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

HTA principles need rigorous review
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To the Editor:

In the article “Are key principles for improved health technology assessment supported and used by health technology assessment organizations?” by Neumann et al. (3), the authors set out to evaluate the quality of processes used by health technology assessment (HTA) programs based on a set of principles they published in this journal previously (2). We believe that portions of the current article, as they relate to our own organization, are misleading or inaccurate, and welcome this opportunity to correct the inaccuracies.

In our example, the authors list the Drug Effectiveness Review Project (DERP) with the Washington State Medicaid agency in combination as an HTA organization. This is inaccurate, as there are three separate entities involved. DERP is a collaboration of public organizations (eleven state Medicaid agencies and the Canadian Agency for Drugs Technology and Health), the Center for Evidence-based Policy, and the Evidence-based Practice Center (EPC) at Oregon Health & Science University; to this extent, Washington State Medicaid agency is one of the twelve current participants. DERP’s mission is to conduct systematic reviews comparing the benefits and harms of pharmaceuticals to inform policy decisions. These reports synthesize evidence on the relative benefits and harms of drugs following internationally recognized standards, but do not make recommendations. While the participating organizations of DERP work together to make decisions about specific review topic selection and scoping, they use these reviews in varying ways, depending on how the report may work within the individual organization’s constraints. In the case of Washington State, these systematic reviews are used to assist the state’s Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee and the Drug Utilization Review Board in making recommendations about the Preferred Drug List and the prior authorization program for Medicaid enrollees. The recommendations of the committee are made in public with full disclosure of the evidence on which they are based, and are based solely on the comparative benefits and harms of the drugs under review.

Neumann et al. applied their principles to what is referred to as ‘Washington State Medicaid/DERP’ processes combined and found them to be lacking in several areas, although it is not clear which processes (Washington State, DERP, or the EPC’s) are assessed for each element. We disagree that the DERP reports do not support principles 8, 9, 11 and 14. DERP also seeks all available information, including unpublished information, and communicates the findings of their reports directly to the decision makers who will use it. Reading any of the thirty-nine DERP reports (www.ohsu.edu/drugeffectiveness) in detail would have clarified these issues.

In conducting assessments for this article, the authors selected the groups of organizations, collected information about their processes, and applied their principles in an ad hoc way. The authors describe their process as based on review of Web sites, personal knowledge of the organizations in some cases, and discussion among themselves. We acknowledge Neumann et al. were transparent regarding the relatively casual approach they used to determine how HTA organizations comply with the “key principles for improved conduct of HTA” they developed in 2008. The publication was also forthright in identifying that the endeavor was supported by an unrestricted grant from a pharmaceutical manufacturer. We believe, however, the Journal has erred in publishing what essentially amounts to findings from a nonsystematic survey of a group of HTA organizations without explicitly labeling it as “commentary.” This is very important because within days of its being published on line, industry lobbyists were characterizing the article as a
serious research document and using it as a basis for criticizing technology assessment programs in both Oregon and Washington.

To be useful, efforts to define how quality in HTA will be measured must be based on methods that are at least as rigorous as those suggested by the authors for the HTA enterprise itself, including broad-based review and testing before finalization. The development of the GRADE criteria for grading the strength of recommendations was handled is such a way (1). We believe that these recommended key principles would benefit from a similar level of scrutiny and should not be widely adopted until a rigorous and independent process has been undertaken to assure their validity.
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Note: All twelve participating organizations of the Drug Effectiveness Review Project have reviewed and support the content of this letter.
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To the Editor:

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the letter by Gibson and Little. The authors raise several points that require a response. First, they claim that we inaccurately characterized the DERP/Washington State Medicaid agency, and did not appreciate that the DERP and the Washington State Medicaid agency have different missions. On the contrary, however, we fully recognized that DERP’s mission is to conduct systematic reviews and not to make recommendations, whereas Washington State uses the reviews in making recommendations for their Medicaid enrollees. We specifically noted in the study that “Washington Medicaid is one of fourteen participants in the DERP. DERP researchers conduct health technology assessments for drug classes. Participants in the DERP, such as the Washington Medicaid program, retain local authority for interpreting DERP reports and for decision making regarding which drugs to pay for.” We chose to analyze DERP/Washington State as a single entity for our exercise because we were interested in analyzing the link between the HTA conducted and the decisions that follow them.

Second, Gibson and Little state that we applied our principles in an ad hoc way and should have labeled it as a commentary. In fact, we stated clearly and prominently in the abstract of the article and in text itself that our piece was intended as a commentary. Moreover, we emphasized that our study was intended as a first-blush effort to analyze the support and use of the Key Principles for HTA, and that our focus was on uptake and use of the Principles, rather than a verdict or report card on the HTA entities evaluated. We emphasized that our goal was to advance the practice of HTA and to stimulate informed discussion through an extended and interactive process. Indeed, we view the Gibson and Little letter, despite their criticism, as a symbol of some success in this regard. In addition, several of the other organizations featured in the study contacted us directly with positive feedback, even if they did not agree with all of our observations. In some cases, our study provoked a debate about the key principles within these organizations.

Third, regarding whether the DERP/Washington State supports certain principles, such as explicitly characterizing uncertainty or considering issues of generalizability and transferability, we stick to our judgments, but recognize, as we did in our study, that there is room for debate on such matters. Our study acknowledges that there is subjectivity in our evaluations and that other researchers or the agencies themselves may be more or less strict about whether a particular principle has been supported or implemented. In some cases, we judged our assessments to be more or